The influence of inter- and intra-speaker tempo on fundamental frequency and palatalization.
A study was conducted to examine the influence of speaking rate and emphatic stress on patterns of fundamental frequency (F0) and palatalization across word boundaries. Two groups of speakers, exhibiting characteristically fast versus slow speech, uttered preselected sentences at normal, fast, and slow rates. Acoustic analysis of F0 showed somewhat higher F0 peaks for characteristically fast speakers and for fast rates of speech. Emphatic stress was accompanied by a typical heightening of F0 on the emphasized word and by a lowering of F0 on a neighboring word. Palatalization across word boundaries was more frequent among characteristically fast speakers and at fast rates of speech. In addition, palatalization was more frequent in the absence of emphatic stress at the key site. The results for F0 were discussed in terms of the influence of vocal fold tension, while the results for palatalization were discussed in terms of the incompatibility of phonological processes of lengthening versus shortening as well as possible look-ahead restrictions.